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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on improving an LSP-based multi-
description coding (MDC) scheme for concealing losses
when real-time CELP-coded speech data is sent over IP net-
works. In that scheme, LSP vectors are interleaved because
they are highly correlated and can be reconstructed by in-
terpolations when packets are delayed or lost. However,
excitation vectors are random in nature and must be repli-
cated in order to conceal losses. To avoid increasing the bit
rate of the encoded speech, the excitation vectors are gen-
erated from longer subframes. This leads to lower quality
of the decoded speech because noise from outside formant
regions is over-emphasized, and more excitation informa-
tion is extracted there. To improve quality, we propose in
this paper to modify the perceptual-weighting filter (PWF)
in the coder in order to adjust the allocation of noise inside
and outside formant regions. We further study a method that
selects the PWF in such a way that maintains high quality of
the LSP-based MDC across different voice streams and loss
scenarios. Experimental results on FS-1016 CELP (4800
bps), ITU G.723.1 ACELP (5300 bps), and ITU G.723.1
MP-MLQ (6300 bps) demonstrate noticeable improvements
in decoding quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Background. With the rapid growth of the Internet, real-
time Voice-over-IP (VoIP) is an attractive alternative to
conventional public telephony. A decoded VoIP stream
may have degraded quality when packets are lost or de-
layed because lost packets cannot be retransmitted in real
time, and pervasive dependencies in the coded speech may
lead to sustained distortions over a number of consecutive
frames. These distortions cannot be overcome by source
coding methods based on a channel-loss model because
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losses in the Internet are non-stationary and connection de-
pendent [1].

Existing schemes for robust VoIP transmissions include
those with added redundant information for loss conceal-
ments and those without. Typical schemes with redun-
dancy include those using FEC codes and those sending
extra content-dependent information (like voice indicators
and pitch information) to facilitate recovery. The drawback
of these schemes is that they incur a large bandwidth over-
head. Schemes that use implicit redundancies recover lost
speech by waveform substitution and from parameters in the
speech signals received. These methods work well when
losses are infrequent and the packet size is small, but fail to
produce good quality under bursty and frequent losses.

Dissimilar to the single-description coding (SDC)
schemes described above, multiple-description coding
(MDC) is a popular scheme that enables robust VoIP trans-
missions without explicit redundancies. To apply MDC in
low bit-rate coded speech, we have observed that the LSP
coefficients in CELP-coded speech data are highly corre-
lated across speech frames and that the excitation parame-
ters are not. These observations lead to an MDC scheme
that interleaves the LSP vectors (resp., that replicates the
excitations) of a set of adjacent frames in multiple indepen-
dent packets (called an interleaving set) [1]. When at least
one packet in the interleaving set is received, the scheme
allows the LSP information in those lost packets to be re-
constructed by interpolations and the excitation information
to be copied from the packets received.

Because the excitation information is replicated, the
scheme enlarges the size of a subframe when extracting ex-
citations in order to keep the bit rate constant. For exam-
ple, in applying MDC with an interleaving degree of two
to FS-CELP-1016 coded speech, the sender groups each
pair of 240-sample frames in the original speech sequence,
performs linear prediction analysis, once for each frame in
order to generate a 34-bit quantized LSP vector, and dis-
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a) UIUC-Western China b) UIUC-Slovakia
Figure 1:Pr(fail|i), the probability of bursty losses that cannot
be concealed under interleaving factori, in two round-trip paths
between UIUC and Western China (www.lzu.edu.cn) and Slovakia
(us.svf.stuba.sk).

tributes the two LSP vectors to the two packets in an inter-
leaving set. However, instead of generating a 220-bit vector
of excitations for eight 60-sample subframes, it extends the
subframe size to 120 samples, generates a 110-bit vector of
codewords for four 120-sample subframes, and replicates
the 110-bit vector to the two packets in the interleaving set.

Due to the use of enlarged subframes in extracting exci-
tations, the decoded speech at receivers has degraded qual-
ity, even when all the packets in each interleaving set have
been received. In this paper, we study the cause of this
degradation and the effect of perceptual weighting on qual-
ity. We propose a systematic approach to select PWFs that
can be generalized across voice streams and loss scenarios.

Internet traffic. Figure 1 plotsPr(fail|i), the probability
of non-concealable packet losses for given interleaving fac-
tor i over a 24-hour period for two round-trip connections
from the University of Illinois (UIUC) to Western China and
Central Europe. The graphs show thatPr(fail|i) drops
quickly wheni increases; thati = 2 works well for the
connection to Central Europe and achievesPr(fail|i) well
below5%; and thati = 4 is needed for the connection to
Western China. Since the behavior is similar for other sites,
our results suggest that an interleaving degree of two or four
is sufficient for concealing losses when MDC is used.

Quality measures and test audio files.Besides common
objective measures like theItakura-Saito Likelihood Ratio
(LR) and theCepstral Distance (CD), subjective quality
measures, such as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), may
be important for judging the quality of a decoded speech
stream. Since standard MOS tests are difficult to carry out,
we use the ITU-T P.862 recommendation, also called the
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ), as an al-
ternative to the subjective MOS tests.

In our test, we use eight audio files that include male, fe-
male and hybrid speeches of different durations. Three typi-
cal low-bit-rate speech codecs are used for testing. These in-
clude FS-1016 CELP (4.8 kbps), ITU G.723.1 ACELP (5.3
kbps), and ITU G.723.1 MP-MLQ (6.3 kbps).
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Figure 2: Energy-density spectra of the original stream
(|S(j2πf)|2), together with the coding noises in SDC
(|DS(ℓ0,0,0.8)(j2πf)|2), 2-way MDC (|DM(ℓ0,0,0.8)(j2πf)|2),
and 2-way MDC with modified perceptual weighted filtering
(|DM(ℓ0,0,0.94)(j2πf)|2) for Audio File 0 coded by FS-1016
CELP. The defaultγ in FS-1016 CELP is 0.8.

2. IMPROVING EXCITATION QUALITY BY
PERCEPTUAL WEIGHTING

Causes for quality degradation. Let L be the set of all
possible loss scenarios,Li be the set of loss scenarios under
i-way MDC, andV be the set of all audio files. Given loss
scenarioℓ ∈ L, voice streamv ∈ V , and a coder-dependent
PWF parameterγ (to be explained later), we defines(n),
ŝM(ℓ,v,γ)(n), andŝS(ℓ,v,γ)(n) to be, respectively, the orig-
inal speech, the LSP-based MDC decoded speech, and the
SDC decoded speech. In particular, letℓ0 ∈ L be the sce-
nario with no loss.

To identify the reasons for quality degradation, we eval-
uate dM(ℓ0,v,γ)(n) = s(n) − ŝM(ℓ0,v,γ)(n) (the coding
noise of MDC under no loss) anddS(ℓ0,v,γ)(n) = s(n) −

ŝS(ℓ0,v,γ)(n) (the coding noise of SDC under no loss). Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the energy-density spectra of the original
stream and SDC’s and MDC’s coding noises (MDC with
modified PWF is discussed later).1 It shows that MDC’s
coding noise is much larger than that of SDC and has non-
uniform increases across different frequencies.

To evaluate the quality of the MDC decoded speech, we
compare it against two baselines. First,r

1
(f, ℓ0, v, γ) =

|DM(ℓ0,v,γ)(j2πf)|2

|DS(ℓ0,v,γ)(j2πf)|2 denotes the relative coding noise of

MDC with respect to that of SDC atf . The increase over
the entire spectrum can be evaluated by computing the ge-
ometric mean ofr

1
over all f . This can be computed by

taking the logarithm of each term and integrating:

R1
2(ℓ0, v, γ) =

Z 1

0

log2
e r1(f, ℓ0, v, γ)df. (1)

Second, we evaluater2(f, ℓ0, v, γ) =
|ŜM(ℓ0,v,γ)(j2πf)|2

|S(j2πf)|2 ,

the energy of the MDC decoded speech at everyf with re-
spect to that of the original signal. We then compute the
geometric mean over allf by first taking the logarithm of

1The capitalized form of a symbol represents its Fourier Transform.
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Figure 3:Density spectra showing the relative degradation of 2-
way LSP-based MDC under no loss (ℓ0) using the defaultγ = 0.8
and the bestγ∗1 = 0.6 andγ∗2 = 0.94 in its PWF for Audio File 0
(v = 0) coded by FS-1016 CELP.

r2 and then evaluatingR2
2:

R2
2(ℓ0, v, γ) =

Z 1

0

log2
e r2(f, ℓ0, v, γ)df. (2)

Figure 3 illustrates, for the spectrum in Figure 2, the val-
ues oflog2

e r1(f, ℓ0, 0, 0.8) andlog2
e r2(f, ℓ0, 0, 0.8) over all

f and those ofR1(ℓ0, 0, 0.8), andR2(ℓ0, 0, 0.8). Figure 3a
further shows thatlog2

e r
1
(f, ℓ0, 0, 0.8) is large atf = 0.1,

0.4 and 0.8, which are exactly the spectral peaks in Figure 2.
According to speech perception principles, formants

that generally correspond to spectral peaks have greater per-
ceptual importance than spectral valleys. Hence, the noise-
masking threshold should be higher in regions of spectral
peaks than those of spectral valleys. Figure 3a shows that
the noise energies of MDC in formant regions is excessive
as compared to those of SDC. This over-emphasis leads to
higher distortions inside formant regions because, under a
fixed bit constraint on coding excitation information, more
information will be extracted from outside formant regions
and less from inside formant regions. The imbalance of
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Figure 4:Effect of changingγ of PWF onR1 andR2 in 2-way
and 4-way MDC under no loss (ℓ0) and Audio File 0 (v = 0)
coded by FS-1016 CELP.

noise energies also indicates that the standard PWF used
in SDC is not tuned properly for MDC. Figure 3b shows
that there are more distortions with respect to the original
signal at high frequencies. This is common in many com-
pression methods that discard details in the high-frequency
band, leading to more distortions in this band.

Modified PWF. In most LPC speech coders, noise al-
location is achieved by minimizing their perceptually
weighted mean-square errors, or noises, betweens(n) and
ŝS(l,v,γ)(n). This weighting is done through a filter with
parameterγ that shapes noises differently, depending on
whether they are near spectral peaks or valleys. As an ex-
ample, the PWFW (z) for FS-1016 CELP is defined as

W (z) = A(z)
A(z/γ) , whereγ is fixed at0.8, andA(z) is the

LPC analysis filter. Asγ gets closer to one, the concaves
will be shallower because the filter will be flatter, and noises
near each peak are given more importance. In contrast,
when γ is further away from one, formant-region noises
will be suppressed more, and excitations near valleys will
be more finely coded. Figure 4 illustrates the value ofR1

andR2 whenγ is changed in FS-1016 CELP.
As the relative coding noise of MDC is large at the

spectral peaks of its energy-density spectrum (Figure 3a),
we increase theγ of PWF in order to code the formant-
region noises more finely. The change inγ causesR1 to
decrease andR2 to increase (Figure 4). It further reshapes
the energy-density spectra of the relative MDC coding noise
(Figure 3c) and the relative MDC signal (Figure 3d). Com-
paring Figures 3a-3b and 3c-3d, adjustingγ leads to a min-
imal change inR1 but a reasonable decrease inR2.

Our proposed approach works for close-looped LP
coders that generate excitations based on noises that are per-
ceptually weighted. It does not apply to coders that do not
use this mechanism, such as FS MELP.



Table 1:γa
j generalized across voice streams and loss scenarios.

Coder FS-1016 CELP G723.1 ACELP G723.1 MP-MLQ
MDC 2-way 4-way 2-way 4-way 2-way 4-way
Metric R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

γa
j 0.62 0.940.60 0.98 0.85 0.850.45 0.85 0.30 0.900.20 0.90

∆Rmin
j 0.02 0.040.03 0.03 0.06 0.070.04 0.04 0.07 0.050.02 0.04

Optimization of Rj . The optimalγ∗
j underi-way MDC is:

γ∗
j





ℓ∈Li,v∈V
= argminγ∈GRj(ℓ, v, γ), j = 1, 2. (3)

It is obvious thatγ∗
j depends on the voice streamv tested,

the loss scenarioℓ, and the objective measureR1 or R2. A
simple strategy to address the dependence on voice streams
is to aggregate the voice streams into one. This is not sound
because different streams are of different durations, and the
optimization will be biased by the longest stream. For the
same reason, we cannot combine multiple loss scenarios by
defining a probability distribution of the scenarios, as such
a distribution is connection-dependent.

To address the issue, we propose a strategy to chooseγ∗
j

in such a way that yields the smallest degradation from the
optimal performance and that works across all loss scenar-
ios and test streams. Given loss scenarioℓ ∈ Li in i-way
MDC, voice streamv ∈ V , and an objective measureRj ,
we first define the set ofγj ’s whose objective value deviates
from the optimum by∆Rj :

Γ(∆Rj) =
˘

γj |Rj(ℓ, v, γj) − Rj(ℓ, v, γ
∗

j ) ≤ ∆Rj

¯

. (4)

The main idea of the optimization is to make∆Rj in (4)
so small that there is exactly one uniqueγa

j across all loss
scenarios and test streams. That is,

Select ∆Rj = ∆R
min
j such that

\

ℓ,v

Γ(∆R
min
j ) = {γa

j }. (5)

The γa
j found is the commonγj that would incur a max-

imum degradation of∆Rmin
j in each test stream and loss

scenario. Table 1 shows theγa
j selected for the three coders.

Figure 2 illustrates the improved noise shaping using
a modified PWF withR2 as the performance measure and
γ∗
2 = 0.94.

Optimizing post-filters. In most current LPC coders, the
LP-decoded speech is further post-filtered to enhance its
quality. Since a post-filter is similar to a PWF, our proposed
method for tuning PWFs can be applied directly. We omit
those details due to space limitations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prototype. To test our proposed scheme, we have built a
trace-driven simulator on a Linux computer. The speech is
coded in real time and sent to a receiver, while packets are
delayed or dropped according to the traces collected. Based
on the loss statistics fed back from receivers, the sender
chooses an appropriate interleaving factor.
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Figure 5:Comparisons of reconstruction quality using audio file 0
among SDC with no loss concealment, adaptive MDC (A-MDC),
and adaptive MDC with improved perceptual weighting (A-MDC
(PW)) for FS-1016 CELP. The experiments were conducted on
received and reconstructed frames over a 24-hour period forthe
round-trip connections between UIUC and two remote hosts.

Results.We have evaluated the playback quality of speech
transmitted using the traces collected. The quality in LR and
CD is measured on a frame-by-frame basis and averaged
over time, whereas PESQ is measured by treating the entire
transmitted stream as a single audio file.

Figure 5 compares the results on simulating SDC with
no loss concealment, adaptive MDC (A-MDC) with the
original PWF, and adaptive MDC with the proposed PWF
for FS-1016 CELP. The results on the other two coders are
not shown due to space limitations. The LR of the three
schemes are similar because LR reflects mostly the qual-
ity of the LPC vectors, which can be reconstructed accu-
rately. The CD of our proposed MDC scheme is better be-
cause CD reflects the quality of the excitations, which can
be reconstructed better with the modified PWF. The three
schemes have similar PESQ because PESQ is not sensitive
to changes in MOS within 0.5.
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